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Grade 5 - The Art of Living 1

Who are you and who am I?
This lesson is a repeat from Grade 4 and is to enable children to go
deeper into first impressions. Encourage them to find any prejudices.
Questions to the discussion circle:
• Is the first impression you get of someone always right?
• When do you want to become friends with a child you don't know?
• When do you avoid someone, when do you ignore someone?
• Does this have anything to do with the way this person looks?
The teacher introduces a large number of different photographs of
children. (Try to make sure these include a good many of children from other
cultures, e.g. UNICEF, or Oxfam calendars.) Each child is given a photograph
and a worksheet with questions on it and lines for answers. They stick the
photograph in the middle and, working individually, answering:
What do you think of this person?
• Could you trust them?
• What two things describe them?
• What name would you give them?
• Would you like to be friends with them?
• What would they enjoy doing?
• What else do you want to say about them?
The worksheets are put up. Every pupil, or a
group, is invited to say something about their own
worksheet and ask each other questions about it.
(Alternatively to the worksheet, excitement can be added by using an
envelope with the photo stuck to it and the children write their comments on a
blank piece of paper to put in it for later withdrawal and discussion.)

Adapted with permission from Mastering the Art of Living and Becoming a Citizen of the World – It Isn’t Something that Just Happens, by
Tryntsje de Groot and Emma Klarenbeek of the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education, 2002, P.O. Box 85475, 3508 AL Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
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Grade 5 - The Art of Living 2

You are …..
This lesson is a continuation of “Who are You …?” in the previous
Lesson. The emphasis here is on the reasons why people leave their
environment.
The children paste
the line-drawings of the
human figure they cut out
in the previous tutorial
onto a blank sheet of A4
paper; the figure is pasted
onto the paper with the
coloured side up. During a
brief discussion, the
children explore the
reasons why people are
prepared or forced to leave
their home or country.
These reasons are listed on
the board.
The children write a story about the figure on the sheet; the story gives
the reason why this child has left the place in the world the children had
previously drawn for him or her.
The children read out their stories. If the group is very large, this can be
done in smaller groups. Looking at the stories, each group or the entire class
make up a list of reasons why people leave. The children adopt a certain
viewpoint towards the various reasons and argue their point with the other
children. The children work together to find ways in which they could come
into contact with children who have left their native country and now live in
our country.
Tip: Paste the sheets with the figures and stories onto wallpaper and hang
this length of wallpaper below the wallpaper from the previous tutorial.

Adapted with permission from Mastering the Art of Living and Becoming a Citizen of the World – It Isn’t Something that Just Happens, by
Tryntsje de Groot and Emma Klarenbeek of the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education, 2002, P.O. Box 85475, 3508 AL Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
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Grade 5 - The Art of Living 3

African chimpanzees1
Many people contend that the human capacity for love, concern, care
and compassion is the fundamental source of all ethical sensitivities,
understanding and commitments. Indeed, most people point to these
characteristics as being central to their judgements about the people they
consider to be 'good' people living a 'good' life.
It is difficult to imagine any definition of a 'good person' which is
based entirely on the keeping of prescribed sets of rules, duties and
obligations and which totally neglects any reference to these affective
dimensions of love, concern, care and compassion. Too many acts of
discrimination and even violence against people continue to be done in the
name of principles, rights, responsibilities, duties and obligations for these
to provide a sufficient understanding of the ethical person.
Many years ago some chimpanzees were taken from an
African jungle and sold to a large scientific
research laboratory. Because the chimpanzees are similar to
humans in many ways, they were used for medical and
other experiments, which included organ transplants, testing
of new drugs and journeys into space.
Throughout these years the chimps were kept in special
cages, given the best food and allowed regular periods for
play and exercise. Because of these experiments,
medical knowledge and skills have advanced rapidly and
many human lives have been saved because of these
experiments.
The teacher could ask the children to discuss this use of the
animals using the methods of Cam et al2 beginning with the
question ‘ethical’, ‘unethical’ or ‘?’ and counting the replies on the board.
Then enumerate the reasons and ask for them to be checked against what
is known about the behaviour of chimpanzees in the wild.

Adapted from Resources for Studying Ethics in Primary Schools, 1996, with permission from the Queensland Department of Education.
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A ‘Good Person’

Adapted from Resources for Studying Ethics in Primary Schools, 1996, with permission from the Queensland Department of Education.
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Grade 5 - Behaviour 2

How do I make myself look good?
To enable pupils to gain an insight into the role that clothes,
jewellery and hairstyle play in their self-image, and invite them to explain
how they see themselves, how they think others see them and to discuss it
with each other.
Using images from advertisements, the pupils put together a picture of
what their ideal Looks like (what is important here is the clothes, jewellery,
hairstyle, etc.). Make this into a poster.
Working in groups of 2 - 4 pupils, divide the pupils you know in the
school into categories. For each category, make up a list of the clothes,
jewellery, hairstyle, etc. that characterize this style.
The pupils then decide to which of these categories their ideal (made up
in the introduction) belongs and what they base their decision on. Everyone
makes a small copy of their ideal image for themselves.
The pupils pin their ideal image on their chest and walk freely around the
room. On the teacher's signal every pupil finds another pupil to talk to. The
teacher puts the four subjects to be talked about (see below) on the board
beforehand. The pupil discusses one subject with their chosen person for about
two minutes. The pupils then mingle again and choose another pupil to discuss
either the same subject or a different one.
Differences and similarities between the pupil and his or her made-up
ideal image?
How important is it to you to belong to a particular, outwardly clearly
recognizable group?
What do clothes, jewellery and hairstyle mean to you?
Do you like to be the same as others or different from them?
A closing question to all pupils: what subjects did you most discuss? Did
you consciously choose a certain subject or did you leave it up to the other
person?
(Caution from the compiler: If the teacher feels diffident about the personal
nature of some of the questions, there is no obligation to use them.)

Adapted with permission from Mastering the Art of Living and Becoming a Citizen of the World – It Isn’t Something that Just Happens, by
Tryntsje de Groot and Emma Klarenbeek of the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education, 2002, P.O. Box 85475, 3508 AL Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
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Friendship and grief 1
This lesson is a repeat from Grade 4 to focus on sadness when we
experience a loss.1

The lesson to be included here will be based on references 1
and 2 below

1. The Very Best of Friends by Margaret Wild and Julie Vivas, Scholastic Press, , 2004 Lindfield, NSW, 2070, Australia
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600.
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Grade 5 - Behaviour 4

Someone is ill in the street
From time to time we see someone who has become ill in a public
place, perhaps because of disease or, more likely, because of a road
accident. What should we do?
In some circumstances it is against the law to fail to render
assistance, but frequently people avoid getting involved.
Once upon a time in a remote part of a country a backpacker was striding
along, only to be accosted by two rough men who demanded his money, and
upon refusal they bashed the backpacker, tore open the pack, found some
money, credit cards, and a precious ornament that the backpacker had
purchased for his friend back at home. To complete the crime, the rough men
also stole his clothes, which were of very good quality. They left the
backpacker bleeding and unable to move.
But the track was used daily and the first to come by was a church
minister who kept his distance and strode along.
Then came a lawyer who said only “Someone will be along in a
moment!” and kept going.
And someone did come. He was a tourist from another country, but he
didn’t hesitate. He got out his sleeping bag and spare clothes, stopped the
bleeding with his first aid kit and waited until more people could help him
carry the victim to the nearest hotel. He paid the bill for a room and said that
next day he’d return and pay for any doctor and extra services as required.
Give your opinion ‘reasonable’, ‘unreasonable’ or ‘?” of the following
statements:
• The robbers were starving from being unemployed and were entitled to
demand money from rich people.
• The backpacker was foolish to refuse them and therefore caused his own
mishap.
• The minister had a hundred people waiting for him at a wedding and had to
keep walking.
• The lawyer had a client waiting in court and had to keep walking.
• The tourist was in a foreign country and foolish to get involved.
• The hotelkeeper should have kept his rooms available for respectable clients
and sent the tourist and backpacker to a distant hospital.
Can you think of other options?
Teaching children to think ethically by participatory lessons for ages 4 - 12
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Grade 5 - Environment 1

The world around the corner
Invite pupils to explore the issue of play areas in their neighbourhood
or village, and to design a number of play areas with a design that is
sympathetic to the needs of different user-groups.
The teacher contacts the councillor responsible for town and country
planning and asks for their co-operation. Perhaps a competition could be held.
The councillor responsible for town and country planning writes to the pupils
asking for their cooperation in establishing what type of leisure facility there is
a need for in their village or neighbourhood, e.g. a skating rink, graffiti wall,
grassed area for football etc., playground or sandpit.
The pupils work in small groups. Each group designs a play area. Task:
draw up a list of existing play areas in your neighbourhood or village and play
areas that your neighbourhood or village still needs. The pupils may also
question pupils from other classes. The group decides together what kind of
play area they want to design. Points
to consider include:
•
Is there an appropriate place for
a play area? What conditions should
the play area satisfy? What should the
play area contain? Who should
maintain the play area? What should
happen if something gets damaged or
broken? If something is damaged or
broken, who should repair it?
•
The pupils prepare a presentation about their new play area. The name of
the play area must not be mentioned. The other pupils then have to guess what
type of play area the group has designed.
Which presentation did you think was best? If there were a competition
element, a jury should judge the designs. The jury could be made up of parents
or the councillor if he/she is available or a teacher from the school.
Closing question: do you make use of this type of play area in your
town/city or village? How often do you go there? Why do you / Why don't
you?
Note: This tutorial could be spread over several teaching periods.
Adapted with permission from Mastering the Art of Living and Becoming a Citizen of the World – It Isn’t Something that Just Happens, by
Tryntsje de Groot and Emma Klarenbeek of the Dutch Centre for Humanist Ethical Education, 2002, P.O. Box 85475, 3508 AL Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
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Grade 5 - Environment 2

Leaf Litter
To explore the insects, which live in leaf litter and help to decompose
it into good fertiliser for plants.
The teacher is to obtain permission to go to distant parts of the
school’s grounds which are likely to have stones and other mess, which can
cautiously lifted and any insects under them collected and sketched.
Common insects are:1

Slater
Ant
Millipede
Mite
Springtail
Words to learn are: * GONDWANA - the ancient southern supercontinent
that included Australia, New Guinea South America, Africa, India and
Antarctica.
* FUNGI - decomposer organisms, such as mushrooms and mildew.
* PROTISTS - single-celled organisms, such as protozoans and algae.
* PARASITE - organisms that live in or on others.
* ORGANIC DETRITUS - disintegrated animal or plant remains.
* ARTHROPODS - joint-legged animals, such as slaters, insects and
spiders.
* SPRINGTAIL - a type of primitive insect.
* LICHENS - associations of alga and fungi.
The most visible inhabitants of forest litter are arthropods, such as ants,
beetles, millipedes, slaters and spiders. Many of these are important
decomposers of plant matter while others, like spiders and some ants and
beetles, are predators.
The children are to be invited to draw these for their regular teachers.
1 Australian Museum http://www.austmus.gov.au/factsheets/biodiversity_litter.htm
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Grade 5 - Environment 3

Spin the Saltine!
This is repeated from Preps-Grade 2 to show that (1) the chemical
energy in food can be converted into motion, (2) the linear (straight)
motion of air can be changed into a rotational (spinning) motion, and that
windmills convert wind - the motion of air - into electricity.
Teacher is to provide small square crackers (enough for each child),
paper for drawing and some pictures of wind farms.
Provide each student with an unbroken cracker. Make sure the corners of
the crackers are sharp. Demonstrate how to hold diagonal corners of a cracker
gently between your thumb and index finger. Blow on the outside corner and
the cracker will spin like a turbine.
Direct the children to hold their crackers very gently and blow on the
outside corner. It might take the children a few attempts to master the
technique.
Explain to the children that they are converting the energy in the food
they have eaten into motion energy - the movement of air. The energy in the
moving air is spinning the cracker. Direct the children to blow very lightly,
then harder and harder to see what happens.
Explain that windmills work on the same principle. The blades of a
windmill convert moving air, called wind, into a spinning motion that spins a
turbine. The turbine spins a magnet inside a coil of wire to produce electricity.
(We will show this in a science experiment later.)
Ask the children to draw both their cracker and the blades of the turbine
to find the difference to the way that the cracker spins.

Adapted from the US National Energy Education Development Project, http://www.eia.doe.gov/kids/classactivities/teachers&children.html.
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Grade 5 - Environment 4

Accuracy of assessment
Aim: to show how to assess concepts accurately.
(This lesson continues from Grade 2, but with advanced discussion.)

The lesson to be included here is to be based on references 1
and 2 below.

1. The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle, Philomel Books, New York, NY, 1969.
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600.
Teaching children to think ethically by participatory lessons for ages 4 - 12
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Grade 5 - Philosophy 1 – ethics, epistemology, metaphysics

Personal identity 4
Aim: to practise clear speech in developing a personal identity.
Revise the Bunyip lesson from Grade 2 and then invite the children
to develop accurate speech.

The lesson to be included here will be based on references 1
and 2 below.

1.The Bunyip of Berkeley Creek by Jenny Wagner (and Don Brooks), Puffin, 1973, 80 Strand, London, WC2R 0RL.
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600.
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Grade 5 - Philosophy 2 – aesthetics, ethics, logic, metaphysics

Artistic issues 1
Aim: to decide what is art?

The lesson to be included here is based on references 1 and 2
below.

1. Ish by Peter H. Reynolds, Walker Books, 2004, London SE11 5H1.
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600.
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Grade 5 - Philosophy 3

Artistic issues 2
Aim: to envisage what is required to do some artistic activity well.
(Extend this lesson over two or more periods. It’s very important.)

The lesson to be included here is based on references 1 and 2
below

1. Ish by Peter H. Reynolds, Walker Books, 2004, London SE11 5H1.
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600.
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Grade 5 - Philosophy 4 – ethics, logic

Friendship in Grief 2
Aim: to think about different types of grief, once again.
The lesson is a continuation of one under Behaviour (above) largely
on the advice of Cam et al that although adults might object, children
spend quite a lot of time thinking about the topic. (Whether to use it
remains at the discretion of the teacher, as indeed applies to all of the
other lessons.)

The lesson to be included here is based on references 1 and 2
below.
.

.

1. The Very Best of Friends by Margaret Wild and Julie Vivas, Scholastic Press, , 2004 Lindfield, NSW, 2070, Australia
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600.
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Grade 5 - Philosophy 5 - epistemology

Analogies and examples
Aim: to develop the idea of remembering and saying what something remembered is like.

The lesson to be included here is based on references 1 and 2
below

1. Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge by Mem Fox and Julie Vivas published by Omnibus Books, Malvern, SA, 1984.
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600, pp 57-61.
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Grade 5 - Rights and responsibilities 1

“Ain’t that work?”1
To show the ethics of business by an enterprising boy.
Learn the story of Tom Sawyer’s fence from one of several www
versions1 to be able to tell it orally, or photocopy parts of it for each child.
As a bonus learn the song Buffalo Gals which
Jim sang in the story.
Apply the three questions technique2 to start
discussion, and then set up some questions on the
ethics of the story.
Suggestions are:
• Would Tom’s method work here in Australia?
• Did tom cheat anybody?
• What sort of inducements could a boy offer to be
allowed to paint the fence?
• What sort of inducements could a girl offer to be
allowed to paint the fence?
• Is there something at school, which this group could do, to attract other
children to assist in cleaning up the school yard?

1. http://www.pbs.org/marktwain/learnmore/writings_tom.html
2. Philosophy with Young Children – A Classroom Handbook, Philip Cam, Liz Fynes-Clinton, Kathlyn Harrison, Lynne Hinton, Rosie
Scholl, and Simon Vaseo, Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 2007, Deakin West, ACT, 2600.
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Grade 5 - Rights and Responsibilities 2

‘Can’, ‘is’, ‘should’, ‘ought’
Aim: to use 'can', 'is', 'ought' and 'should' statements to help pupils
recognise the differences between claims about the factual given nature of the
world and human experience on the one hand, and value judgements about
those aspects of life over which people have some degree of freedom on the
other.
Prepare photocopies of the pictures in next two lessons for each pupil, and plan
to spread the lesson over the next three periods.
1. Ask pupils to write one or more sentences that include the words 'can', 'is',
'ought' and 'should'. Allow pupils to read some of their examples to the class. Point
out the differences between them.
2. Ask them to randomly select the pictures below and write or talk about their ideas
on what people should do about their chosen examples. Ask some children to take,
or pretend to take, a ‘negative’ view and/or write two or more answers.
• When they use 'should' or 'ought' statements, ask them to begin with the
words 'I believe that people should...'. Ask several pupils to read their
'should' or 'ought' statements to the class.
• Discuss responses:- Does it matter whether, or not, all people agree with
your 'should' statements? Why? What could you do to obey your own
'should' statements?
3. Tell pupils to read the comic strip 'Mangoes for Grandma' (next lesson, rights and
Responsibilities 4) and complete the balloon. Discuss their different (balloon)
scenarios with the pupils and help them to identify statements in which they use the
words 'can', 'should', 'is' and 'ought'. Help pupils understand the ways in which
the words 'should' and 'ought' help to indicate particular ethical beliefs.
4. Pupils working individually, in small groups, or as a class, can add more frames
to the comic strip. Variations could highlight different scenarios based on what the
children can do and what they should do about getting some mangoes.
5. In pairs or small groups, role-play one of the following situations. Discuss with
the pupils what they could have done or should have done if they were there:
• At a picnic, you see a person throw an aluminium drink can into the bush.
• You see a person with a can of spray paint about to write on a wall.
• In a park, you see young children breaking branches off a tree.
• Collect news items about similar issues.

Adapted from Resources for Studying Ethics in Primary Schools, 1996, the Queensland Department of Education.
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‘Can’ and ‘is’ examples

Adapted from Resources for Studying Ethics in Primary Schools, 1996, the Queensland Department of Education.
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Grade 5 - Rights and Responsibilities 4 – Mangoes for grandma

Adapted from Resources for Studying Ethics in Primary Schools, 1996, the Queensland Department of Education.
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Grade 5 - Science 1

Bones and Muscles1
1 A model of the arm
Obtain two pieces of wood about 5 to 8 mm thick (plywood will work
very well), 5 cm wide and 30 cm long. Drill a hole in the upper corner of one
piece of wood. Round the ends of the other
piece and drill a hole near each end as shown
in the diagram:
Next, put two cup hooks and a screw eye
in the first piece of wood approximately at the
places indicated. In a similar way place one
cup hook and three screw eyes in the second
piece. Put the two pieces together with a short
bolt and nut as shown in the diagram below.
Cut some long strands of rubber from old bicycle or automobile inner
tubes and fasten them to the cup hooks on the under side of the two pieces after
threading them through the screw eyes.
Thread a strong cord through the screw eyes
on the upper side and attach to the hook.
When the string is pulled, you will have a
good representation of the way the bones and
muscles of the arm work.
2 A model of the foot
Cut, from thin wood or cardboard,
sections to represent the foot and leg as
shown in the diagram. Attach rubber strands
cut from old inner tubes, as indicated.
3 A model of the head and neck
The diagram indicates how this model
may be improvised from wood or cardboard.
4 The walking hairpin
Hold a dinner knife tightly in your hand. Place a hairpin astride the knife
and lift it just enough for the legs of the hairpin to rest lightly on the table with
the pin in a slanting position. Observe that the pin walks along the knife blade.
This is caused by the slight movement of the arm muscles.

1. Source book for science teaching, UNESCO, Paris, 1956.
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Grade 5 - Science 2

Colour1
1 What is the colour of sunlight?
Darken a room into which the sun is
shining. Punch a small hole in the window
shade to admit a thin beam of light. Hold a
glass prism in the beam of light and observe
the band of colours, called a spectrum, on
the opposite wall or ceiling. Can you name
the colours thus found in a spectrum of the
sun?
Sing the Rainbow Song in this corrected form:
“Red, orange, yellow and green and blue
Indigo violet too
I can sing a rainbow
I can sing a rainbow
Sing a rainbow too.”
2 Putting spectrum colours together
Hold a reading glass in the colour band on the opposite side of the prisms
from the white sunlight. What happens to the colour band on the wall?
3 Another way to make a spectrum
Set a tray of water in bright sunlight. Lean a rectangular pocket mirror
against an inside edge and adjust it so that a colour band or spectrum appears
on the wall.
4 How to make a rainbow
Stand a tumbler very full of water on a window ledge in bright sunlight. Let it
project a little over the inside edge of the window ledge. Place a sheet of white
paper on the floor and you will be able to see a rainbow or spectrum band.

Source book for science teaching, UNESCO, Paris, 1956.
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Grade 5 - Science 3

Magnetism and Electrical Energy1
To show evidence for the magnetic field, which is created by passage
of an electric current.

Magnetism from an electric current
Cut two lengths of copper wire and remove the insulation from the ends.
Obtain, if possible, a dry cell with terminals, but if unavailable the bare ends of
the wire can to secured to the terminals of a battery by an elastic band. (A
small soldering iron could be used to fix them strongly.) Connect the wires to a
dry cell and arrange the bare ends as shown in the figure. Place some iron
filings on a piece of paper and run one of the bare ends through them. Now let
the current flow through the circuit and quickly lift the wire and observe the
iron filings. Break the contact and the iron filings will drop from the wire. Do
not leave the cell connected long; it will quickly run down when connected this
way. (If you can purchase a resistance of a few hundred ohms and insert it into
the electric circuit, the battery can be connected for longer without the wire
becoming too hot.)

Another way to show the magnetic effect of a current
Repeat the experiment above, replacing the iron filings with a magnetic
compass. Observe the difference in the compass when it is placed over the wire
and under the wire.

.

1. Source book for science teaching, UNESCO, Paris, 1956.
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Grade 5 - Science 4

Static Electricity
1 Electricity can be obtained by rubbing things together.
Make a pile of finely divided cork particles by filing a cork. Cut up some thin paper
into small pieces. Obtain a plastic comb, a plastic pencil, a plastic fountain pen, a piece of
wax, a rubber balloon, a glass or china dish and any other non-metallic objects you may
find. Rub each of these things briskly with your hair or a piece of fur and
then bring near the pile of cork particles. Rub again and bring near the
pile of thin paper. Observe what happens. Repeat the experiment rubbing
each article in turn with a silk cloth. Repeat using a piece of flannel.
2 Static electricity is everywhere
Rub a blown up balloon on your hair and then bring it near some
fine paper or cork particles. Repeat using a comb and a plastic ruler. Rub a fountain pen on
your coat sleeve and test it for a static charge. Hold two strips of newspaper, about 5 cm
wide and 30 cm long, together. Stroke them lengthwise with the thumb and finger of your
free hand. What happens? Try to devise other experiments showing that there is static
electricity everywhere.
3 Light from static electricity
Secure a fluorescent light bulb. Rub it briskly with a piece of fur or flannel in a
darkened room. What do you observe?
4 Dancing figures with static electricity
Secure an aluminium soup plate, about 2.5 cm deep, and a glass plate to cover it.
Cut some little doll figures from thin tissue paper, as shown in the drawing. You may also
cut out some other figures like boxers. The figures should be just a little shorter than the
depth of the pan. Put the figures on the bottom of the pan and cover with the glass. Rub the
top surface of the glass with a piece of fur or soft leather and watch the dance.

Source book for science teaching, UNESCO, Paris, 1956.
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Grade 5 - World Citizenship 1

Rights and Responsibilities
To show that Rights' and 'responsibilities' are 'two sides of the one
coin', i.e. every 'right' has a corresponding 'responsibility', even though
sometimes the concern for one may need to take precedence over the
other.
('Rights' and 'responsibilities' are never unconditional and limitless.
They differ from duties and obligations by defining what people can
expect from other people and/or be permitted to do or say in public
arenas.)
Brainstorm children' knowledge of the term 'rights'. Ask them to list their
rights at home, at school or in any other appropriate situations. List responses
on a board or chart. Discuss responses and how to achieve those rights.
Ask children to list the responsibilities corresponding to each of the rights
listed on the board or chart. Help children to see that each right has a
corresponding responsibility.
Create or help children to create their own hypothetical situation. Work in
groups to select and role-play one of the situations. Discuss the rights and
responsibilities of the characters involved.
On a board list, as a class, the rights and accompanying responsibilities of
the children in the different areas of home/school/classroom/community.
List responsibilities children have now which they did not have when
they first started school. Discuss why these changes have occurred. Ask
children to construct a personal flow chart to show these changing
responsibilities.
Ask children to interview their parents to discover the responsibilities
they now have which they did not have as children. Compare and contrast these
as a class. Discuss reasons for similarities and differences.
Read and discuss the Declaration of Human Rights written by the United
Nations in 1948; see next lesson. Allow children to check the dictionary for the
meanings of unfamiliar words. Discuss with the class the fact that many people
in the world do not enjoy all of these rights. Why is this so? Why did the
United Nations write down those rights?

Adapted from Resources for Studying Ethics in Primary Schools, 1996, the Queensland Department of Education.
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Grade 5 - World Citizenship 2

The United Nations Declaration of Human Rights
To intrigue the children with the idea of a Bill of Rights
Ask the children to take turns in reading until they tire. Then ask if there
should be a children’s Bill of Rights.
•
All people in the universe are born free and equal.
•
No one has the right to take away another's freedom because of age,
sex, race, colour, beliefs, or language.
•
These freedoms belong to all people. It does not matter where they
live or how rich they are or how much power they have.
1 The right to life
2 The right to freedom
3 The right to be safe from harm
4 The right to humane punishment
5 The right to be treated fairly under the law
6 The right to a trial if a criminal charge is brought against a person
7 The right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty
8 The right to privacy and to an honourable reputation
9 The right to travel within a country or outside of its borders
10 The right to seek asylum in another country
11 The right to a nationality
12 The right to marry and raise a family
13 The right to own property
14 The right to believe and think as a person chooses
15 The right to express an opinion aloud
16 The right to assemble peaceably
17 The right to take part in the government
18 The right to work for a fair salary and to receive equal pay for equal work
19 The right to join or form a union
20 The right to rest and leisure
21 The right to adequate food, clothing and shelter
22 The right to adequate medical care
23 The right to unemployment insurance in case of sickness, disability, old age
24 The right to a free education
25 The right to enjoy the arts and to share the benefits of science
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Exploring Identity

1

To show several bases for forming friendships.
Some schools will use these activities to recognise UNICEF Day for
Change - held on 22 October 2008. This activity is for a group of children.
While each of us is a unique individual, it is essential that we learn to live
harmoniously with one another. The following activity helps young people
see that they have things in common with each other, including those who
they may think of as being very different in terms of gender, race,
ethnicity or social class.
Materials: Some open space in which teacher and the children can freely
move around. Allow five to seven
minutes for groupings. Ten minutes for
debrief and discussion. Examples of
categories that might be used are:
favourite TV show; number of siblings;
favourite school subject; favourite
season of the year; favourite food;
favourite band; ideal future occupation;
the characteristic you value most in
your friends.
Procedure: 1. The children stand in a circle so they are all facing each other.
The parent/teacher calls out a series of categories for possible groupings, one at
a time. After each category is called out, students move around to form small
groups with others who have similar likes. For example, if the category
suggested is 'favourite colour', the pupils walk around quietly saying their
favourite colour. When two students with the same favourite colour find each
other, they then move around looking for others with the same response, until
small groups are formed.
2.
The children spend a minute in this group discussing the thing that they
have in common, and then move on to group themselves in accordance with the
next category.
Warning: This can be a noisy activity as the young people call out in their
search for others who share the same response. Avoid using categories that will
cause pupils to group themselves along lines of race, ethnicity or class - for
example, 'neighbourhood you live in', 'religion', 'favourite place to go on
holiday', or eye and hair colour - as this could prove divisive.
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Debrief And Discussion:
Ask the children to discuss their feelings about the activity:
• Did anyone find themselves in a group with someone they did not expect to
have anything in common with? Why was this a surprise?
• What new things did they learn about their peers?
•
How did it feel to be part of a large group? How did they feel about other
smaller groups?
• How did it feel to be in a very small group or alone? How did they feel about
bigger groups?

UNICEF/Melbourne Child, volume 15 (6) 2008, p 47.
End Manual 5
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